Updated on 11 August 2021 with results of voting: 19 in favor, none against, no abstentions.

ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22/WG9 N621

19 July 2021

As described in N-612, AXE Consultants (Randy Brukardt), as the copyright owner and on behalf of the ARG, provides a draft replacement of the ISO Ada Reference Manual to WG 9 for informal review. That review has completed. AXE Consultants then submits a revised draft to WG 9 for formal balloting on whether to send the document to SC 22 for eventual publication as the new International Standard.

Randy has now formally submitted that draft to WG 9. This is the resulting WG 9 formal ballot.

The ballot is conducted on the following resolution:

   The WG 9 Convenor will forward the draft document provided by AXE Consultants to the SC 22 Committee Manager for eventual publication as the new International Standard.

You should respond to wg9@ada-auth.org by 10 August 2021 with a vote of Yes, No, or Abstain. If you vote No, please provide a reason.

Note that once SC 22 begins their balloting process, any requests for technical changes will result in a significant delay in the eventual publication of the standard.